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Abstract
Input from continuous glucose monitors (CGMs) is a critical component of artificial pancreas (AP) systems, but 
CGM performance issues continue to limit progress in AP research. While G4 PLATINUM has been integrated 
into AP systems around the world and used in many successful AP controller feasibility studies, this system 
was designed to address the needs of ambulatory CGM users as an adjunctive use system. Dexcom and the 
University of Padova have developed an advanced CGM, called G4AP, to specifically address the heightened 
performance requirements for future AP studies. The G4AP employs the same sensor and transmitter as the G4 
PLATINUM but contains updated denoising and calibration algorithms for improved accuracy and reliability. 
These algorithms were applied to raw data from an existing G4 PLATINUM clinical study using a simulated 
prospective procedure. The results show that mean absolute relative difference (MARD) compared with 
venous plasma glucose was improved from 13.2% with the G4 PLATINUM to 11.7% with the G4AP. Accuracy 
improvements were seen over all days of sensor wear and across the plasma glucose range (40–400 mg/dl). 
The greatest improvements occurred in the low glucose range (40–80 mg/dl), in euglycemia (80–120 mg/dl), 
and on the first day of sensor use. The percentage of sensors with a MARD <15% increased from 69% to 80%. 
Metrics proposed by the AP research community for addressing specific AP requirements were also computed. 
The G4AP consistently exhibited improved sensor performance compared with the G4 PLATINUM. These 
improvements are expected to enable further advances in AP research.

J Diabetes Sci Technol 2013;7(6):1436–1445

SYMPOSIUM

Introduction

Two reviews have highlighted the dramatic progress made in recent years on the development of an artificial 
pancreas (AP) for treatment and management of glycemia in insulin-dependent diabetes.1,2 In addition, there have 
now been several reports in peer-reviewed literature of both inpatient and outpatient feasibility studies done to evaluate 
different algorithmic approaches to the AP. Model predictive algorithms were first proposed by Parker and coauthors3 
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for automated control of blood glucose in patients with type 1 diabetes. Elleri and coauthors4 from the University of 
Cambridge reported achieving improved glycemic control in a randomized controlled trial with adolescents over 36 h 
using a model predictive control algorithm. Breton and coauthors5,6 from the University of Virginia have reported 
similar improvements in glycemic control with their model predictive control algorithm in both inpatient and 
supervised outpatient studies. Dassau and coauthors7 have also reported positive results using a model predictive 
controller that incorporates parameters specific to a given individual. Mauseth and couthors8 and Phillip and coauthors9 
have published separate results demonstrating excellent results in AP clinical studies using a fuzzy logic controller. 
Russell and coauthors10 have shown improved glucose control relative to typical open-loop control in patients with 
type 1 diabetes using a bihormonal AP system with insulin infusion directed by a model predictive control algorithm 
and glucagon infusion directed by a proportional-derivative controller.

Continued progress in the development of AP systems will be enabled by further improvements in continuous glucose 
monitor (CGM) performance. Kovatchev and coauthors6 summarized the many advances in technology that have been 
responsible for the progress in AP research, but they also noted a number of limitations of current CGM systems, 
specifically, transient loss of sensitivity and random noise. Kovatchev and coauthors6 conclude that these factors reduce 
the accuracy of data provided by a CGM. Similarly, Thabit and Hovorka2 identified the development of modern real-
time continuous glucose sensing as a crucial step for AP technology, but they too noted that 

Suboptimal accuracy and reliability remain one of the biggest obstacles for closed-loop systems. Commercially 
available CGMs can achieve a median relative absolute difference between sensor and reference glucose measure-
ments of 15% or less, which should be commensurate with closed-loop glucose control. However, transient 
and persistent deviations of greater magnitude occur. Transient deviations relate to temporal loss or increase 
of sensor sensitivity, or mechanical perturbation including temporal sensor dislodgment. Persistent deviations 
are caused by erroneous calibration, an inappropriate calibration algorithm, or slow drift of sensor sensitivity.  
When a sensor overreads blood glucose levels, the persistent deviations pose the greatest challenge to safe 
closed-loop insulin delivery, as insulin overdelivery may occur, thus increasing the risk of hypoglycemia.

In guidance provided to clinician researchers and to industry on the development of AP systems, the U.S. Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA) noted the importance of CGM accuracy and reliability in the safety and efficacy 
of early stage AP feasibility studies. The FDA recommended that early stage AP system studies demonstrate the 
ability to identify and compensate for CGM errors before proceeding to less-supervised outpatient studies.11 In their 
discussion of outpatient studies, the FDA recommended that feasibility studies address the issue of erroneous CGM 
measurements:

Currently marketed CGMs experience periods when they generate incorrect data, e.g., indicating that glucose 
levels are significantly above or below the true blood glucose value, or that glucose levels are rising when they 
are actually falling (or falling when they are actually rising). Incorrect information of this critical nature, if fed 
into the (artificial pancreas controller), can be life-threatening to the patient. An additional consideration is 
that CGMs may stop providing data, e.g., they may fail to provide data for several hours or they may stop 
functioning altogether. This latter condition might also have serious consequences, especially if the patient were 
sleeping at the time and failed to respond to an alarm.

Accordingly, development of more accurate and reliable CGM systems has been a major focus of research and 
development groups in the diabetes technology industry. The Dexcom G4 PLATINUM continuous glucose monitoring 
system received the Communauté Européenne mark and FDA approval in 2012. Christiansen and coauthors10 have 
published a comparative analysis of the performance of the new G4 PLATINUM and the previous SEVEN PLUS 
CGM systems.12 The percentage of CGM readings in the clinically accurate Clarke error grid A zone increased from  
74% for the SEVEN PLUS to 80% for the G4 PLATINUM. The mean absolute relative difference (MARD) decreased from 
15.9% ± 8.6% for the SEVEN PLUS to 13.2% ± 6.7% for the G4 PLATINUM. The G4 PLATINUM has been integrated 
into AP systems around the world and used in many clinical studies. However, the performance requirements for the 
G4 PLATINUM CGM were based on the clinical requirements for safe and effective use as an adjunctive device in 
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patients with insulin-dependent diabetes. Dexcom and the University of Padova have developed an advanced CGM, 
called G4AP, to specifically address the heightened performance requirements of an artificial pancreas system.

Sparacino and coauthors13 described the major elements of their approach to improved CGM sensor performance, the 
so-called “smart” CGM sensor, including a denoising module, an enhancement module, and a prediction module.13 

Facchinetti and coauthors14 applied the “smart” CGM module approach to the SEVEN PLUS and found significant 
improvements in postprocessed CGM data. As noted by Facchinetti and coauthors,14 CGM accuracy is determined not 
only by the sensor design and materials, but also by the algorithms used to convert the raw sensor signal into a 
calibrated glucose value. The G4AP system contains improved algorithms developed in collaboration with the 
University of Padova following many of the concepts contained in their “smart CGM” approach.15,16 The G4AP system 
is intended to further improve CGM performance and reduce the occurrence of sensor errors, thereby accelerating 
future development of commercially viable AP systems.

Methods
The G4AP CGM employs the same sensor and transmitter as the G4 PLATINUM but contains updated denoising 
and calibration algorithms designed to improve accuracy, day-to-day reliability, and consistency from sensor to sensor.  
The development of the G4AP focused on the following CGM system attributes believed to be barriers in the 
advancement of closed-loop AP systems into at-home monitoring studies:

1. Consistent performance over the entire duration of sensor use: Data from all CGM devices developed to date 
have exhibited poorer accuracy on day 1 than on subsequent days. This is attributed partly to rapidly changing 
sensor–tissue interface immediately after insertion and difficulties in estimating glucose early in sensor wear 
because of lack of blood glucose calibration data. Improvements in CGM reliability throughout the 7 days of 
sensor use will help deliver more consistent performance of closed-loop controllers. 

2. Time lag1,17 due to signal processing: Large and variable signal processing-induced time delays are known to 
adversley impact accuracy of CGM devices. These delays and the attendant reduction in sensor performance 
can also impact performance of closed-loop algorithms. Although this may be mitigated to an extent by the use 
of model predictive controllers,3,18 which incorporate delays into the model, uncertainty in time delays may still 
adversely impacts controller performance. Reducing the magnitude and variability of delays in signal processing 
will enhance the ability of the controllers to react rapidly to changing glucose state. 

3. Large inaccuracies (e.g., CGM readings more than 20% off):19 Large errors in glucose estimates may result in 
adverse controller performance. These errors are particularly difficult to recover from if they persist for a long time 
(e.g. greater than 60 min19). Large errors in magnitude and duration may result in large increases or decreases in 
insulin delivery, the effects of which may last for several hours. 

4. Inconsistent performance from sensor to sensor (i.e., number of sensors with a MARD greater than 20%):  
Many recent closed-loop studies have focused on overnight control or short-term duration studies lasting several 
days at most in highly supervised settings in which individual sensor failures could be quickly mitigated by 
inserting new sensors. Artificial pancreas research groups worldwide are planning future closed-loop studies 
that are likely to last several weeks to months and move from an in-clinic to home setting. Consistent, accurate 
sensor performance is important for future AP studies because it translates directly to reliable AP controller 
performance across multiple, successive sensor wears in a less-supervised out-patient setting.

New algorithms addressing these issues were tested using sensor data collected from clinical studies with the G4 
PLATINUM system.12 This data set consists of 72 subjects and 108 sensors (36 subjects wore 2 sensors). Calibrations 
were performed per the labeled instructions for use, i.e., calibrate once every 12 h using self-monitoring of blood 
glucose (SMBG). The study protocol called for three 12 h in-clinic sessions to be performed on every subject, with venous 
blood draws taken every 15 min and analyzed with YSI 2300 Stat Plus Glucose Analyzer (YSI Inc., Yellow Springs, OH). 
The in-clinic sessions were performed on days 1, 4, and 7. The new algorithms were applied to raw sensor data 
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and calibration data from the clinical study in MATLAB R2013a (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA) using a simulated 
prospective procedure. 

The performance of the G4AP algorithm was compared with the original G4 PLATINUM algorithm using standard 
CGM evaluation metrics such as the percentage of points within 20 mg/dl below 80 mg/dl and within 20% above 
80 mg/dl (%20/20), mean and median absolute relative differences (ARDs), and mean absolute differences (MADs). 
Results were stratified to YSI values between 40 and 400 mg/dl and also between 40 and 80 mg/dl to assess low 
glucose performance. 

Accuracy, sensor-to-sensor consistency, and the presence of large errors were also assessed with metrics proposed 
by active AP researchers. Damiano and coauthors20 from Boston University assessed the accuracy and reliability in a 
comparative study of three CGM systems: the Navigator (Abbott Diabetes Care Inc., Alameda, CA), the SEVEN PLUS 
(Dexcom, San Diego, CA), and the Guardian (Medtronic Inc., Northridge, CA). Their approach involves computing 
the average MARD of each sensor compared with plasma glucose references and then computing the mean and 
standard deviation (SD) across sensors as metrics of both accuracy and precision (consistency of sensor performance),  
respectively. In addition, the mean and SD of all CGM and plasma glucose pairs at every plasma glucose concentration 
(70 to 320 mg/dl) were determined to estimate reliability across the glucose range. Leelarathna and coauthors19 from 
the University of Cambridge have also proposed novel metrics for assessing CGM inaccuracies that are particularly 
detrimental to an AP system. Leelarathna and coauthors19 noted that the clinical consequences of erroneous sensor 
reading for AP applications depends not only on the magnitude of the error, but on its duration as well. Accordingly, 
they defined three levels of sensor error, where error is estimated as ARD for plasma glucose ≥108 mg/dl, and  
absolute difference (AD) for plasma glucose <108 mg/dl. Level 1 (least severe) is AD ≥43 mg/dl or ARD ≥40%, level 2 is  
AD ≥54 mg/dl or ARD ≥50%, and level 3 (most severe) is AD ≥65 mg/dl or ARD ≥60%. The CGM and plasma glucose 
readings were interpolated to 1 min samples, and then incidence and duration of each level error was quantified. 
Events separated by at least 30 min were considered independent. The incidence of each level error was separated 
into sensor over-reading and sensor under-reading, which increase the risk of hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia, 
respectively. Incidence was reported by converting the measured incidence of level errors into the expected level over 
100 days of sensor use. In addition, the percentage of events at each level that persisted for more than 60 min was 
determined relative to the total number of events. All accuracy and reliability metrics described in this paragraph 
were restricted to in-clinic sessions on days 4 and 7 for direct comparison to the results published by Damiano and 
coauthors20 and Leelarathna and coauthors,19 who both excluded day 1 performance.

Results
Figure 1 shows one sensor’s performance using the G4 PLATINUM algorithm and the G4AP algorithm compared to YSI 
reference values during in-clinic sessions on day 1 (panel A), day 4 (panel B), and day 7 (panel C). Sensor performance in 
this subject was poor on day 1 with the original G4 PLATINUM algorithm.  However, the G4AP algorithm was able to 
improve day 1 performance as reflected in the MARD which was reduced from 23.6% to 14.4%. The G4AP also improved 
accuracy on days 4 and 7: the MARD on day 4 was reduced from 10.4% to 5.7% and on day 7 from 10.3% to 9.6%. Figure 1 
is representative of G4 PLATINUM performance in general in that day 1 accuracy is worse than later in the week. While 
G4AP performance also demonstrates the trend of improved accuracy over time, the reduction of sensor errors on day 1 
improves the sensor reliability from day to day.

Signal-processing-induced time delays were decreased with new G4AP denoising algorithms, which improved accuracy 
through sensor wear. The reduction in signal processing time delays had minimal impact on the smoothness of the 
CGM data displayed. An example of the reduced time delays can be seen in Figure 2. Furthermore, the time delay 
caused by signal processing is more consistent using the G4AP, whereas the G4 PLATINUM can demonstrate larger 
delays when glucose is changing more rapidly, as evidenced in Figure 2. 

Summary performance of the G4AP algorithm compared with the G4 PLATINUM against YSI reference glucose is 
shown for a plasma glucose range of 40 to 400 mg/dl (Table 1) and 40 to 80 mg/dl (Table 2) on in-clinic days 1, 4, 
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Figure 1. Continuous glucose monitor traces and reference YSI measurements for a representative subject during in-clinic sessions on (A) day 1, 
(B) day 4, and (C) day 7. G4AP improves accuracy on each day of sensor wear, but the greatest performance improvement occurs on day 1.

Figure 2. In-clinic session showing reduced time lag between YSI and CGM readings using the G4AP algorithm. The highlighted section of data 
in the dashed box in panel A is enlarged in panel B, and shows that during a rapid increase in glucose, the G4AP readings precede G4 readings 
by more than 5 min, resulting in improved accuracy compared with the YSI measurements.
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Table 1.
G4 and G4AP Accuracy versus YSI by In-Clinic Day over the Glucose Range of 40–400 mg/dl

Algorithm
Day 1 (N = 4524) Day 4 (N = 4552) Day 7 (N = 4460) Days 1–7 (N = 13536)

MARD %20/20 MARD %20/20 MARD %20/20 MARD %20/20

G4 16.8 70.8 11.0 87.8 11.8 86.3 13.2 81.6

G4AP 14.7 76.3 9.4 91.9 10.9 88.8 11.7 85.6

Table 2.
G4 and G4AP Accuracy versus YSI by In-Clinic Day in the Low Glucose Range of 40–80 mg/dl

Algorithm
Day 1 (N = 624) Day 4 (N = 708) Day 7 (N = 741) Days 1–7 (N = 2073)

MAD %20/20 MAD %20/20 MAD %20/20 MAD %20/20

G4 11.8 82.1 9.5 90.5 12.2 81.9 11.1 84.9

G4AP 12.1 82.9 7.3 96.4 9.1 88.7 9.5 89.5

and 7. The total number of CGM–YSI matched pairs collected (N) is listed by day. In Table 1, the G4AP shows 
improved average performance over the glucose range (40–400 mg/dl) in all in-clinic sessions, with the largest 
improvement on day 1. Referring to Table 2, low glucose accuracy is improved by the G4AP on days 4 and 7.  
The G4AP and G4 PLATINUM have comparable low glucose performance on day 1. Overall, the G4AP improved 
pooled MARD from all in-clinic days and glucose concentrations from 13.2% to 11.7%, and %20/20 from 81.6% to 85.6%. 

Histograms of individual sensor MARD distributions for G4 PLATINUM and G4AP algorithms are shown in  
Figure 3. Sensor MARD values were computed as the average over all three in-clinic sessions. For the G4 PLATINUM, 
the average sensor MARD was 13.6%, the median ARD was 12.6%, and the SD was 6.8%. Application of the G4AP 
algorithm resulted in a reduction of the average sensor MARD to 12.1%, the median ARD to 11.1%, and the SD to 6.0%. 

Figure 3. Individual sensor MARD histogram distribution for the G4 PLATINUM algorithm (A) and the G4AP algorithm (B). The G4AP reduced 
average sensor MARD from 13.6% to 12.1% and SD from 6.8% to 6.0%.

In addition, the number of sensors with MARD less than 
15% increased from 68.6% for G4 PLATINUM to 79.6% 
for G4AP. Similarly, the number of sensors with MARD 
less than 20% increased from 89.8% to 93.5% for G4AP. 
Table 3 gives the converse, namely, the percentage of  
sensors for both G4 PLATINUM and G4AP above MARD 
threshold values of 15% and 20%.

Table 3.
Percentage of Total Sensors (N = 108) with a  
Mean Absolute Relative Difference Greater than a 
Threshold Value

MARD G4 G4AP

>15.0 31.4% 20.4%

>20.0 10.2% 6.5%
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The box and whisker plots in Figure 4 show the average 
and SD of the 99 sensor MARD values for the G4AP 
and G4 PLATINUM, where each sensor MARD is the 
average of up to 24 h of in-clinic sessions performed 
on days 4 and 7. There were 9 sensors the total 108 
sensors from the G4 PLATINUM study which did not 
have in-clinic sessions on either day 4 or day 7 for 
reasons such as subject withdrawal from the study and 
adhesive or other device-related issues. Figure 4 also 
shows the average and SD of sensor MARD reported 
by Damiano and coauthors20 for the Navigator, SEVEN 
PLUS, and Guardian. The G4AP shows improved average 
accuracy and precision (SD) compared with the G4 
PLATINUM. Furthermore, the G4AP has better average 
sensor accuracy than the three other CGM devices 
evaluated by Damiano and coauthors.20 It should be 
noted that there were experimental differences between 
the G4 PLATINUM pivotal study and the experiments 
performed by Damiano and coauthors,20 which make 
direct comparisons difficult. For example, the study of 

Figure 4. Box and whisker plot of the average and SD of sensor MARD 
for the G4AP and G4 PLATINUM and the results from the Navigator, 
SEVEN PLUS, and Guardian CGM systems reported by Damiano and 
coauthors20 for purposes of comparison. G4AP and G4 PLATINUM 
data have 99 sensors, reference venous plasma glucose measured with 
YSI, up to 24 h of in-clinic sessions on days 4 and 7, and calibrations 
taken from capillary SMBG measurements. Navigator, SEVEN PLUS, 
and Guardian data have 12 sensors, reference venous plasma glucose 
measured with GlucoScout, 48 h of in-clinic sessions on days 2 and 3, 
and calibrations taken from venous blood measurements.

Damiano and coauthors20 had used a smaller sample size for each device (n = 12). In addition, the in-clinic sessions 
that covered 48 h over days 2 and 3, used a GlucoScout (International Biomedical, Austin, TX) to measure venous plasma 
glucose instead of YSI, and were calibrated with plasma glucose measurements rather than capillary SMBG. 

Accuracy and precision (mean and SD) as a function of venous plasma glucose level are shown in Figure 5 for the  
G4 PLATINUM and G4AP, where paired CGM and plasma glucose measurements were limited to the in-clinic 
sessions on days 4 and 7. The results by plasma glucose level published by Damiano and coauthors20 for the Navigator, 
Guardian, and SEVEN PLUS are also shown for comparison. The same experimental differences between the  
G4 PLATINUM clinical study and the experiments performed by Damiano and coauthors20 that were previously 
described exist for Figure 5 results as well. While G4 PLATINUM showed similar or improved accuracy and reliability 
compared with the three other CGM systems evaluated by Damiano and coauthors,20 the G4AP further improved 
accuracy and reliability, especially in the low glucose range. The average MARD and SD over the glucose range 
of 70 to 120 mg/dl was improved from 13.7% and 12.0%, respectively, with the G4 PLATINUM to 11.3% and 10.1%, 
respectively, with the G4AP.

The incidence of large errors (levels 1–3) from in-clinic sessions on days 4 and 7 are shown for both the G4 PLATINUM 
algorithm and the G4AP algorithm in Figure 6. The incidence of large errors for the Navigator and SEVEN PLUS 
as reported by Leelarathna and coauthors19 is also shown for comparison. Although the incidence of level 1, 2, and  
3 errors was reduced with the G4 PLATINUM compared with the SEVEN PLUS, there was a further reduction in  
level 1, 2, and 3 errors for both over-reading and under-reading using the G4AP algorithm. Direct comparison between 
the results for the Navigator, SEVEN PLUS, G4 PLATINUM, and G4AP is made difficult by differences in experimental 
design between the different studies. For example, the in-clinic sessions were of different duration and performed on 
different days of sensor wear. 

The occurrence of large errors (levels 1–3) lasting for longer than 1 hour is presented in Figure 7, with occurrence 
measured as a percentage of all large errors. The occurrence is also shown for the Navigator and Dexcom SEVEN 
PLUS as reported by Leelarathna and coauthors19 for comparison, although the same experimental differences remain 
as described earlier. While the G4 PLATINUM reduced the proportion of long duration errors compared with the  
SEVEN PLUS, G4AP did not reduce it further. However, the G4AP decreased the actual number of long-duration  
level 1 and 2 errors compared with the G4 PLATINUM. There was one more long duration level 3 error with the 
G4AP than the G4 PLATINUM. Upon further investigation, it was found that this level 3 error lasted for 62 min 
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Figure 5. The MARD and SD for the G4 PLATINUM and G4AP algorithms as a function of the plasma glucose. Results for the Navigator,  
SEVEN PLUS, and Guardian CGM systems published by Damiano and coauthors20 are also shown for purposes of comparison. G4AP and  
G4 PLATINUM data have n = 99 sensors, reference venous plasma glucose measured with YSI, up to 24 h of in-clinic sessions on days 4 and 7,  
and calibrations taken from capillary SMBG measurements. Navigator, SEVEN PLUS, and Guardian data have n = 12 sensors, reference venous 
plasma glucose measured with GlucoScout, 48 h of in-clinic sessions on days 2 and 3, and calibrations taken from venous blood measurements.

Figure 6. Incidence of sensor over-reading (A) and under-reading (B) 
by error level for the G4 PLATINUM and G4AP and for the Navigator 
and SEVEN PLUS as reported by Leelarathna and coauthors.19  
The number above each column represents the actual number of episodes 
during the study period. Incidence was calculated by dividing the study 
duration (Navigator, 1548 h; SEVEN PLUS, 1440 h; G4 PLATINUM,  
2380 h; G4AP, 2380 h) by the number of episodes and normalizing 
data to 100 days of sensor use.

Figure 7. Occurrence of large errors (levels 1–3) longer than 1 h (as a 
percentage of total events). The number above each column represents 
the actual number of episodes during the study period. Results for 
Navigator and SEVEN PLUS are estimated from the published results 
of Leelarathna and coauthors.19

using the G4AP and 58 min using the G4 PLATINUM. 
The single sensor signal responsible for this severe error 
can be seen in Figure 8, which shows that the poor 
performance of both G4 algorithms was caused by an 
inaccurate finger stick calibration (8:00 am).

Discussion
The G4AP, through the use of improved denoising and 
calibration algorithms, was able to significantly improve the 
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accuracy and reliability of the Dexcom G4 PLATINUM CGM system. Continuous glucose monitor performance was 
more accurate and consistent across the entire duration of use, with the largest improvement on the first day of wear. 
In addition, the percentage of sensors exhibiting good performance (MARD <15%) was increased, and the SD between 
sensor MARDs reduced, showing that performance is also more consistent across sensors. The results presented here 
further show that signal-processing-induced time delays have been reduced and performance at low plasma glucose 
has been improved. These improvements are expected to enable advancements in AP performance. 

The G4AP algorithm was developed to address variability in both CGM system performance and patient physiology. 
However, while the G4AP reduced the number of large errors (levels 1–3) that can have adverse consequences to  
AP controller performance, there remained some large errors with duration greater than 1 h. In some instances,  
these large errors appear to be the result of erroneous finger stick calibrations. Since the routine calibration of both 
the G4 PLATINUM and G4AP systems is once every 12 h, it can be several hours before large errors are corrected. 
Future CGM systems with reduced reliance on SMBG calibration may be less susceptible to large errors, especially 
those of long duration, resulting from erroneous finger stick calibrations.

Finally, it is important to note that the method for integrating real-time data from the G4AP CGM into AP systems is 
the same as with the G4 PLATINUM system.

Conclusion
Application of elements of the University of Padova’s “smart” CGM technology to the Dexcom G4 PLATINUM CGM 
system has resulted in an improved version of the system, the G4AP, with greater accuracy and reliability. While the  
G4 PLATINUM represented a significant improvement in performance relative to the previous-generation SEVEN PLUS 
device, the G4AP represents a comparable improvement relative to the G4 PLATINUM. Applying G4AP algorithms to 
previously collected G4 PLATINUM data resulted in an overall MARD reduction from 13.2% to 11.7%. Accuracy was 
improved over all days, with the largest improvement on the first day of CGM wear. The percentage of individual 
sensors with MARD <15% increased from 69% with the G4 PLATINUM algorithm to 80% with the G4AP algorithm. 
The G4AP also exhibited improved sensor performance compared with the G4 PLATINUM using new sensor accuracy 
metrics proposed within the AP community. The improvements in CGM accuracy and reliability embodied in the 
G4AP may help to provide more accurate and reliable data input to AP controllers and expedite the development of 
clinical and commercial implementation of an artificial pancreas.
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Figure 8. In-clinic session on day 4 with a level 3 error of more than 1 h in duration.
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